down or crosswise. So standardization here might come completely into its
own because standardization is in the nature of both the sheet-metal pro-
cess and of reinforced concrete. Here, again the life of the Imagination
must awaken life within the very limitations of the architect's problem.
Now, exterior walls as such disappear—instead see suspended, stan-
dardized sheet-copper screens only slightly engaged with the edges of the
floors. The walls themselves cease to exist as either weight or thickness.
Windows in this fabrication are a matter of units in the screen fabric,
opening singly or in groups at the will of the occupant. All outside glass of
the building may be cleaned from the inside with neither bother nor risk.
The vertical mullions (copper shells filled with non-conducting mastic)
are large and strong enough only to carry from floor to floor. The mullions
themselves project much or little as more or less light is wanted. If much
projection, the shadows are enriched. Less projection dispels the shadows
and brightens the interior. These projected mullions which are really
vertical blades of copper, act in the sun like the blades of a blind.
The unit of two feet both ways is small because of Mr. Johnson's fear of
too much glass. In this instance the unit is emphasized on every alternate
vertical with additional emphasis laid on every fifth unit to enlarge the
metal areas and create a larger rhythm. There is no emphasis needed on
the horizontal units. They would catch water or dust. The edges of the
various floors are bevelled to the same section as is used between the
windows where engaged with the wall screen, so these appear in the screen
as one of the horizontal divisions occurring naturally on the two-foot unit
lines. The floors themselves however do appear at intervals in the reces-
sions of the screen. This hi order to bring the concrete structure itself into
relief seen in relation to the screen as well as in connection with it, thus
weaving the two elements of structure together.
The outer building surfaces become opalescent, iridescent copper-bound
glass. To avoid all interference with the fabrication of the light-giving
exterior-screen, the supporting pylons were set back from the lot line, the
floors carried by them thus becoming cantilever-slabs. The extent of the
cantilever is determined by the use for which the building is designed—
in this case twelve feet. These pylons are continuous through all floors and
in this instance are exposed at the top. The pylons are enlarged to carry
electrical, plumbing, and heating conduits which branch from the shafts,
not in the floor slabs at all but all in piping designed into visible fixtures
extending beneath each ceiling to where the outlets are needed in the
office arrangement. All electrical or plumbing appliances may thus be dis-
connected and re-located at short notice with no waste at all in time or
material, and are free of the building in vertical shafts.
Being fabricated upon a perfect unit system, the interior-partitions may
all be made up in sections, complete with doors ready to set in place. De-
signed to match the general style of the outer wall-screen* These interior
partition units thus fabricated may be stored ready to use and any changes
to suit tenants made overnight with no waste of time and material. Mr.
Johnson was an experienced landlord and these simples appealed to him.
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